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Tuesday 23rd February 2021

L.O. To explore poetic devices.

Listen to this poem 

from The Extreme Sports Olympics : Lava-Boarding 
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As you listen to the poem consider these questions: 

 What did you see in your mind as the poem was read? 

How does the poem make you  feel? 

Does this poem remind you of anything you have seen or heard before- a film, song, 

something on tv?

Does this poem remind you of things that you may have happened to you before?

Have you got any questions that you would like to ask of anyone in the poem?  

You can use colours and simple images to represent your response to 
the poem. 

Add to the chat or write/draw on a piece of paper. 
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So what do you think the poem is about? 

Does this illustration help you to imagine?
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The poet Michael Rosen describes secret strings that hold a poem together. 

A secret string is anything 

that links one word 

or phrase to another. 

rhyme, rhythm, repeated length of a line, 

repetition of sound ( alliteration) 

As I read the poem again, make notes about any secret strings you can 
find. What else helps you to create an image in your head? 

Imagery? Similies? 
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From the extreme sports 
Olympics: lava boarding

 It's a long climb to the crater's lip. 

Peek over, gape and gag 

At this niche of sulphur, the drop 

To black scree, funnelled inwards 

            to the pit 

that breathes ... bloop, a yellowish 

burp of steam, fire lit 

From under a pulsing glow 

Now you see it, in its black crust

     like a heavy overcoat, 

the liquid fire - live lava fidgeting 

        about to rise. You're ready 

for it, waiting- you have all the kit. 

You could wait all day, all night. But 

            now, this is it, 

yes, the beautiful disaster you've come 

         halfway round the world

to meet. It coughs, spews, and you run  
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to where the fissure opens- the first

          sizzling tongue 

of the eruption. Dry thorn bushes

     leap into Sparks at its touch 

and you're fumbling : your asbestos 

suit, your fireman's helmet with black

      tinted glass, 

the foot-thick lava- board. Now - wait 

      for it ... You jump 

with spaceman slowness. You're upright 

in an updraught that's trying to wrestle 

    you right off your feet 

And riding it, cresting it, like the dire 

God the ancient spoke of 

who held all the earth's anger inside 

till he came riding down the mountain 

on his chariot of fire.
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Now it's your turn to play with some words, 
phrases and imagery. Create your own secret 

strings 

As you watch - and listen to - this video 
write down words and phrases that come 

to you, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O5jtlo-YX08
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 Now we will perform our own class poem. Choose your best word or 
phrase to share.

If you are at home, find a way you are comfortable to share - raise 
your hand to speak, message or write it out and hold it up to the 

screen.

Let's begin... 
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